Era using a recently derived estimate of global sea-level change for this time period. 
Introduction

28
Ancient eclipse observations compiled from Babylonian, Chinese, European, and 29
Arab sources provide the primary constraint on changes in the Earth's rotation rate over the 30 past 3000 years of Earth history [1] [2] [3] [4] . Analyses of these records have yielded a relatively 31 continuous time series since ~ -700 CE of the clock error (∆T; Fig. 1A ), defined as the 32 difference in the timing of an eclipse as measured using timescales that are theoretically-33 invariant (terrestrial time, TT) or fixed to Earth rotation (universal time, UT). A cubic 34 spline fit through the time series [2] [3] [4] indicates that the clock error accumulates to ~18000 s, 35 or 5 hr, by -500 CE (Fig. 1A , black line). The first derivative of this spline fit yields the 36 change in the rotation period, or length-of-day (LOD; Fig. 1B , black line). Note that the fit 37 to ∆T in Fig. 1A is constrained to reach a minimum at 1820 CE, when LOD in the TT 38 timescale is precisely 86400 s, and thus changes in the LOD are estimated relative to this 39 date (the black line in Fig. 1B is zero at 1820 CE). All numerical calculations described 40 below will be referenced to the same date. 41
The clock error monotonically increases as one moves back in time from ~1820 42 CE, reflecting a shorter rotation period, or LOD, relative to the value over the past few 43 3 centuries (Fig. 1B) . Refs. 2-4 characterized the clock error as the combination of a 44 quadratic background trend (Fig. 1A , green line) and a millennial timescale oscillation of 45 ~1000 s around this trend (green line in Fig. 2A ). In this case, the change in the LOD 46 comprises a linear background trend of ~1.7 ms/century (cy) (~40 ms since -500 CE; green 47 line, Fig. 1B ) and a millennial timescale oscillation with peak-to-peak amplitude of 10 ms 48 (green line in Fig. 2B ). 49
Tidal dissipation produces a significant slowing of the Earth's rotation over 50 time 5 . Modern satellite geodetic and lunar laser-ranging measurements imply a rate of 51 change of LOD due to this dissipation mechanism of 2.3 ms/cy (Refs. 6,7). If one assumes 52 that the dissipation rate has remained constant since -500 CE, then the red lines in Figs.1A-53 B show the clock error and the change in LOD associated with tidal dissipation over this 54 period, respectively. This quadratic signal in Fig. 1A (red line) is often termed the "tidal 55 parabola". 56
The differences between the time series of the clock error and LOD estimated 57 from the ancient eclipse record and the associated signals due to tidal dissipation are shown 58 in Fig. 2 (red lines) . The secular trends in these curves (or the black minus red lines in Figs. 59 1A,B) are characterized by a clock error that grows to ~5400 s, or ~1.5 hours, at -500 CE 60 and a change in LOD of ~0.6 ms/cy. These reflect a non-tidal acceleration of the Earth's 61 rate of rotation, and they have been widely associated with a poleward shift of mass from 62 ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) in consequence of the last deglaciation phase of 63 the ice age, which ended ~5 ka (Refs. 1-4,8-11), or a combination of GIA and angular 64 momentum exchange between flows in the Earth's outer core and rocky mantle (i.e., core-65 mantle coupling) 12 . 66 4 The origin of the millennial time scale oscillations in the time series (Fig. 2,  67 green lines), remains enigmatic, and serves as the sole focus of the present study. There 68 have been arguments that these oscillations arise either from core-mantle coupling 4,13 69 and/or ice volume changes affecting global sea level 4 . However, the inferred departure of 70 the clock error from a simple quadratic form is driven by a relatively small set of untimed 71 solar eclipse observations 3 (Fig. 3) , each of which is subject to a suite of error sources 3,14 . 72 (The term "untimed" refers to eclipse observations in which the occurrence of an eclipse 73 was recorded but not the duration; in such cases, timing of the event may be bounded by 74 knowledge of the location of the observation and the nature of the solar eclipse, i.e., total, 75 annular, or partial 3 ). 76 CE and 454 CE is of opposite sign, and it drives the trends in the spline fit for the periods 87 prior to -250 CE and from 0-500 CE, respectively (Fig. 3) . In this case, the spline fit may 88 be overestimating the peak amplitude of the millennial scale oscillation prior to 500 CE. and 1400 CE (Fig. 4) . The curve is also characterized by an exceptionally rapid sea-level 100 rise commencing in the late 19 th century (Fig. 4) . This bound on the global sea-level 101 variation is consistent, in terms of amplitude, with an earlier published bound based on a 102 less extensive data set 17 and with a high-resolution sea-level curve from the equatorial 103 Pacific 18 . Moreover, the global sea-level fall after ~1000 CE correlates with a ~0.2 C 104 decline in global mean temperature seen over the same period 19 . We note that typical rates 105 of long-term sea-level rise on LOD. This time series is then used to compute a time series for the clock error via a 129 backward integration referenced to an origin at 1820 CE. All calculations described below 130 adopt elastic and density profiles given by the seismic model PREM 23 . 131
To begin, we adopt the ICE5G model for the ice geometry across the last glacial 132 cycle, and the VM2 viscosity profile to which the ICE5G model is paired 24 . We then run 133 additional calculations in which the ICE5G history is augmented to include changes in 134 7 polar ice volume over the last 3 ka that match the global sea-level changes shown in Fig. 4  135 (with the exception that we do not include the rapid sea-level rise across the 20 th century). 136
Taking the difference between the output from each of these runs and the standard 137 ICE5G/VM2 run yields a perturbation in the clock error and changes in LOD associated 138 with recent ice mass changes (Fig. 5) . 139 454 CE, but it is of opposite sign (Fig. 6A) . 151 The calculations are relatively insensitive to the adopted viscosity model. This 159 insensitivity reflects the relatively short time scale of the surface mass loading implied by 160 Fig. 4 , and in this case elastic effects dominate the deformation driven by the loading. 161
Therefore, for a given ice flux geometry, the change in the LOD due to ice mass variations 162 over the past 3 kyr will be approximately proportional to the total change in global sea 163 level. 164
Predictions of perturbations in the rotation rate are sensitive only to the long 165 wavelength (spherical harmonic degree two) spatial geometry of the loading and are 166 insensitive to whether this loading occurs in the northern or southern hemisphere 25 . As a 167 consequence, choosing either of the two polar ice sheets as the source for the global sea-168 level change has little impact on these predictions. In contrast, sourcing the sea-level 169 change to lower latitude Alaskan glaciers reduces the predicted clock error and change in 170 LOD by ~30% relative to predictions that adopt a GIS or WAIS source. 171
Monte Carlo Tests
172
In the next sensitivity test, we generated 1000 samples from the sea-level 173 probability distribution summarized in Fig. 4 and repeated our numerical analysis for each 174 time series. The simulations were divided between cases in which the global sea-level 175 change was sourced to the GIS or WAIS. We superimpose, in Fig. 6A , the predicted clock 176 error associated with each of the 1000 simulations onto the eleven eclipse-inferred 177 departures from the best-fit quadratic form originally shown in Fig. 3 . A histogram of the 178 predictions at 1200 CE is provided in Fig. 6B by huge (> 1000 s) misfits to the four oldest eclipse constraints. We found that no more 191 than 6 eclipse records were fit, and in each of these best-fit cases the total clock error 192
showed only minor differences with the dashed black line in Fig. 6A . 193
As noted above, the seven youngest eclipse records in exchange between the Earth's core and mantle 13 , or variability in tidal dissipation, will 208 require that uncertainties in the global sea-level history (Fig. 4) , and the associated 209 distribution of sources (including the signal from thermal expansion), be reduced. In regard 210
to the latter, and as discussed in the context of of +439 s and +365 s, respectively, relative to the best-fit quadratic, whereas ice mass 218 fluctuations generated from the probabilistic estimate of sea-level change yield maximum 219 clock errors of 130 s and 80 s at these times (Fig. 6A) . It is unlikely that all the eclipse-220 based inferences of clock error from -708 CE to 761 CE could be simultaneously reconciled 221 by any plausible ice mass flux. As an example, invoking ice mass flux alone to explain the 222 530 s shift in clock error from 454 CE to 761 CE in Fig. 6A would require an associated 223 global sea-level rise of ~1 m during the same time interval, a trend clearly ruled out by the 224 geological record [16] [17] [18] (Fig. 4) . (Fig. 7 inset,  235 green line). The second background trend assumes a constant rate of rise, yielding a 0.5 m 236 increase in global sea level from -1000 CE to the present (Fig. 7 inset, red line) . The results 237 of these additional calculations are shown in Fig. 7 . 238
The incorporation of a background trend in ice melting acts to slow the rotation 239 rate and to bring the predicted clock errors higher (i.e., toward more positive values), 240 particularly prior to 1000 CE. In the case of the multi-stage background trend (Fig. 7 inset , 241 green line), the level of fit to the eclipse record is essentially unchanged. Incorporating the 242 uniform melt trend (Fig. 7 inset, red line) change across the past three millennia (Fig. 4) to the prior model adopted in the Bayesian 251 analysis. To investigate whether this sensitivity has implications for our analysis, we 252 repeated the calculations in Fig. 6 A"
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